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Hanbury Brown and Twiss type experiments
in elecronic conductors
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50 years of HBT50 years of HBT

Pioneering experiments in the field of quantum statistics by 
R. Hanbury-Brown and R. Q. Twiss 50 years ago.

motivated by the experimental problem to improve methods to 
determine a star’s apparent angular diameter
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Michelson Michelson –– Stellar Interferometer (1920) Stellar Interferometer (1920) 

first direct measurement of stellar diameter with the a telescope at Mount Wilson (α-Orionis)

A. A. Michelson and F. G. Pease, Astrophysical J. 51, p249 (1920)
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Michelson Michelson –– Stellar Interferometer (1920) Stellar Interferometer (1920) 

measuring transverse spatial coherence 
(1st-order correlation function):

g(1)(r1, r2) =
hE(r1)∗E(r2)i

(hE(r1)i2hE(r2)i2)1/2

interference pattern
disappears for

extremely sensitive to 
• variations of atmospheric refraction index
• instabilities of the interferometer 

d θ0 ' λ

I ∼ h|E(0) +E(d)|2i
∼ 1 +Re

³
g(1)(0, d)

´
∼ 1 + cos((k+ k0)d/2) cos(kdθ/2)

„problem“
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proposed new interferometric technique for measuring stellar radii 
(to overcome limitations of the Michelson-Interferometer)
• correlation in intensity fluctuations (2nd-order correlation function) 
• relative phases of the two signals were lost

50 Years HBT 50 Years HBT -- Stellar Interferometer  (1954/56) Stellar Interferometer  (1954/56) 

1916 -2002

“…collecting light as rain in a bucket…”

Australia
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proposed new interferometric technique for measuring stellar radii 
(to overcome limitations of the Michelson-Interferometer)
• correlation in intensity fluctuations (2nd-order correlation function) 
• relative phases of the two signals were lost

50 Years HBT 50 Years HBT -- Stellar Interferometer  (1954/56) Stellar Interferometer  (1954/56) 

1916 -2002

“…collecting light as rain in a bucket…”

Sirius

θ=6.3 10−2 arcsec

λ :  wave length

d :  distance between reflectors

θ :  angular star-diameter

Γ2(d) = [2J1(x)/x]
2 ; x= πθd/λ
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measuring transverse coherence 
(2nd-order correlation function):

50 Years HBT 50 Years HBT -- Stellar Interferometer  (1954/56) Stellar Interferometer  (1954/56) 

Radio stars: R. Hanbury Brown and R. Q. Twiss, "A New Type of Interferometer for Use in Radio Astronomy",
Philosophical Magazine (7) 45 p663 (1954)

Optical: R. Hanbury Brown and R. Q. Twiss, "A Test of a New Type of Stellar Interferometer on Sirius",
Nature 178 p1046 (1956)

C = hI(0)I(d)i ∼ h|Ek|2|Ek0 |2i cos(kdθ)

chaotic source
(statistical description)

g(2)(r1, r2) =
hE(r1)∗E(r2)∗E(r1)E(r2)i

hE(r1)i2hE(r2)i2

= hI(r1)I(r2)i/I20

= 1 + |g(1)(r1, r2)|2

I ∼ 1 + cos((k+ k0)d/2) cos(kdθ/2)„Michelson“
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measuring transverse coherence 
in the ligth from a mercury arc lamp

Table-top: R. Hanbury Brown and R. Q. Twiss, 
„Correlation between photons in two coherent beams of light“, Nature 177, p27 (1956)

Proof, that method works with light Proof, that method works with light 

enhanced coherence
for small distances: „bunching“

Original HBT-experiment
can be understood within
the framework of classical
statistical optics.

collimation
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Basic classical model for stellar HBT Basic classical model for stellar HBT -- interferometerinterferometer

R

L

two sperical EM-waves from a and b:

total amplitudes at detector 1 and 2:

A2 =
1

L

¡
αeikr2a+iφa + βeikr2b+iφb

¢

αeik|~r−~ra|+iφa

|~r − ~ra|
βeik|~r−~rb|+iφb

|~r − ~rb|

A1 =
1

L

¡
αeikr1a+iφa + βeikr1b+iφb

¢
r2b

r1br1a

r2a

total intensity:

I1 =
1

L2

³
|α|2 + |β|2

+α∗β ei(k(r1b−r1a)+φb−φa)

+αβ∗ ei(k(r1b−r1a)+φb−φa)
´
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Basic classical model for stellar HBT Basic classical model for stellar HBT -- interferometerinterferometer

R

L

average intensities:

average of the product:

r2b

r1br1a

r2a

hI1i = hI2i =
1

L2
¡
h|α|2i + h|β|2i

¢

hI1I2i = hI1ihI2i

+
2

L2
h|α|2ih|β|2i cos(k(r1a − r2a + r2b − r1b))

d

d = λ/θ

varies as a function of the detector
separation d on characteristic scale

with

θ = R/L (L À R)

C(d) =
hI1I2i
hI1ihI2i
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Challenges … Challenges … 

• experimental challenges

• difficulties to convince the community !

Photons tended to arrive in pairs at the two detectors.

„existence of such a correlaton would call for a 
major revision of some fundamental concepts in
quantum mechanics“

E. Brannen and H. I. S. Ferguson, Nature 178, p481 (1956):

HBT, Nature 177, p27 (1956):

photoelectric effect (Einstein)

particle nature of photons

negative correlations ?
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Challenges … Challenges … 

• experimental challenges

• difficulties to convince the community !

Photons tended to arrive in pairs at the two detectors.

„existence of such a correlaton would call for a 
major revision of some fundamental concepts in
quantum mechanics“

E. Brannen and H. I. S. Ferguson, Nature 178, p481 (1956):

HBT, Nature 177, p27 (1956):

photoelectric effect (Einstein)

particle nature of photons

negative correlations ?

HBT, Nature 178, p1447 (1956):

Brannen &
Ferguson

Adam
et al.

Hanbury Brown
& Twiss

observation time needed for 
significant correlation signal

> 1000
years

5 minutes> 1011

years

argue, that no incompatibility existed among the 
HBT experiment and the others perfomed by two 
groups that could not reproduce their results

demonstrate by estimates, that the method 
to measure the correlation used by the 
two other groups were inefficient.
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…… support  by E. M. Purcell support  by E. M. Purcell 

E. M. Purcell, Nature 178, p1449 (1956): (still the same Nautre-volume !)

“Moreover, the Brown-Twiss effect, far from requiring a revision of quantum mechanics, is 
an instructive illustration of its elementary principles. There is nothing in the argument 
below that is not implicit in the discussion by Brown and Twiss, but perhaps I may clarify 
matters by taking a different approach.”

• The HBT experiment does not contradict quantum mechanics.
On the contrary, the observed photon behavior reflects the Bose-Einstein statistics.

• anticipates that, in the case of fermions, “negative cross-correlation”
would be observed, since they obey Fermi-Dirac statistics.
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Symmetry of 2 particle waveSymmetry of 2 particle wave--function function 

• two identical particles incident on two detectors

• consider two-particle wavefunction

• probability amplitude for particle detection in 1 and 2:

probability P to detect two particles 
simultaneously in each detector (coincidences):

QM view:

anti-bunching
C < 0

Fermions:
P = |h1|aih2|bi− h1|bih2|ai|2 = 0

bunching
C > 0P = |h1|aih2|b i+ h1|bih2|ai|2 = 4|a|2|b|2

Bosons:

Classical particles:
P = |h1|aih2|bi|2 + |h1|bih2|ai|2 = 2|a|2|b|2 C = 0

h1|ai = h2|ai ≡ a, h1|bi = h2|bi ≡ b,
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Probing the statistics: illustrationProbing the statistics: illustration

C > 0

C < 0

single source,
beam splitter
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50 years later:  HBT 50 years later:  HBT -- type experiments with electrons type experiments with electrons 

Fermionic anti-bunching:

Two-source HBT-interferometer in solid-state environment 

free electrons

solid-state
environment

solid-state
environment

“Bunching” in fermionic system

S.Oberholzer et al. (2006)

observation of postitve cross-correlations with Fermions

M. Henny, S.Oberholzer et al. (1999)
W.D.Oliver et al., Science (1999) 
S.Oberholzer, M. Henny et al. (2000)

H. Kiesel et al. (2002)

Theoretical proposal by
P.Samuelsson, E.V.Sukhorukov, and M. Büttiker (2004)

ongoing experimental work by several groups

solid-state
environment
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““Fermionic HBT” Fermionic HBT” –– solid state version solid state version 

two-dimensional electron
gas in a strong vertical field
→ edge-states in the integer 

quantum-Hall-regime

degenerated 
fermionic beams

tunable quantum 
point contacts by electrostatic
definition

beam-splitters

Mimic optical geometries:

QPC

quantum Hall effect

→ see also talk from Christian Glattli
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““Fermionic HBT” Fermionic HBT” –– solid state version solid state version 

implementation in a two-dimensional 
electron gas:
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““Fermionic HBT” Fermionic HBT” –– solid state version solid state version 

implementation in a two-dimensional 
electron gas:

CI,23

CI,23(t) ≡ h∆I2(t+ t0)∆I3(t0)i
current-current cross-correlator:

power-spectral density:

SI,23(t) = 2

Z ∞
−∞

dtei2πνt · CI,23(t)
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““Fermionic HBT” Fermionic HBT” –– solid state version solid state version 

SV,23 = −2e|I |T (1 − T )R2S
1 + αT − α

(1 + 2αT )(1 + αT )2

voltage fluctuation detected across a series resistor:

M. Büttiker, PRB 1992

α ≡ RS
h/e2 1.2 for 1 kΩ

chemical potential of the reservoirs are fluctuating

excercise to apply scattering theory
(talks from Markus Büttiker

scattering matrix with only 3 x 3 
elements
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““Fermionic HBT” Fermionic HBT” –– measurement setup measurement setup 

calibration with thermal noise:

ν = 10 - 100 kHz ,  T = 0.27 – 2.5 K 
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““Fermionic HBT” Fermionic HBT” –– solid state version solid state version 

maximal anti-correlations
(antibunching) 

∆IR = −∆IT

No noise in a degenerated Fermionic beam (Pauli-exclusion principle).

Theory by Markus Büttiker and Thiery Martin (1992)

SI,23 = −2e|I |T (1 − T ) = −1/4 2e|I |

M. Henny, S. Oberholzer, Strunk, T. Heinzel, K. Ensslin, M. Holland and C. Schönenberger, Science 284, 296 (1999)
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““Fermionic HBT” Fermionic HBT” –– solid state version (ii)solid state version (ii)

W. D. Oliver, J. Kim, R. C. Liu, Y. Yamamoto, Science 284, 299 (1999)

Zero-field experiment:
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““Fermionic HBT” Fermionic HBT” –– free electron versionfree electron version

H. Kiesel, A. Renz & F. Hasselbach, Nature 418, 392 (2002)

coherent

incoherent

low density:
10-4 electrons per cell in phase space
(compared to 1 in solid state HBT)

small suppression in number of 
coincidences
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HBT experiments and particle statistics HBT experiments and particle statistics 

particle
nature

fluctuations

h∆n2i = hni

h∆n2i < hni

h∆n2i > hni

sub-Poissonian

Poissonian

super-Poissonian

C < 0

C = 0

C > 0

C ∼ h∆nT∆nT i ∼ [h∆n2i− hni]
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classical photons (1965 )classical photons (1965 )

C ∼ h∆nT∆nT i ∼ [h∆n2i− hni]

particle
nature

fluctuations

F. T. Arecchi, Phys. Rev. Lett. 15, 912 (1965)

h∆n2i = hni

h∆n2i > hni

Laser

thermal light:

C = 0

C > 0
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antianti--bunching of photons (1977)bunching of photons (1977)

C ∼ h∆nT∆nT i ∼ [h∆n2i− hni]

particle
nature

fluctuations

H. J. Kimble et al., Phys. Rev.Lett. 39, 691 (1977)

single photon source:  (single atom, qu.dot)

h∆n2i < hni C < 0

beam of sodium atoms is first prepumped into the 
3S1/2, F = 2,mF = 2 state
transition driven by an exciting beam

fluorescence light detected

finite lifetime of 16 ns  → single atom cannot 
emit two photons in a 
shorter time
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antianti--bunching of photons (1977)bunching of photons (1977)

C ∼ h∆nT∆nT i ∼ [h∆n2i− hni]

particle
nature

fluctuations

H. J. Kimble et al., Phys. Rev.Lett. 39, 691 (1977)

single photon source:  (single atom)

h∆n2i < hni C < 0

beam of sodium atoms is first prepumped into the 
3S1/2, F = 2,mF = 2 state
transition driven by an exciting beam

fluorescence light detected

finite lifetime of 16 ns  → single atom cannot 
emit two photons in a 
shorter time
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antianti--bunching of photonsbunching of photons

C ∼ h∆nT∆nT i ∼ [h∆n2i− hni]

particle
nature

fluctuations

Figure from Kapon-group, EPFL Lausanne

single photon source:  (single qu.dot)

h∆n2i < hni C < 0
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Classical derivation for a stream of hard core particles Classical derivation for a stream of hard core particles 

stream of hard core particles

n particles per unit time arriving at the beam splitter:

on average: hni =
∞X
n=0

ρnn

probability distribution for n particles

probability that i particles are transmitted, while
n-i are reflected:

hnT i = T hni hnRi = Rhni

T i(1− T )n−i

n!/[i!(n− i)!] ≡
¡
n
i

¢
choose i out of n indistinguishable particles:

C ∼ h∆nT∆nT i ∼ [h∆n2i− hni]

particle
nature

fluctuations

R
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Classical derivation for a stream of hard core particles Classical derivation for a stream of hard core particles 

C ∼ h∆nT∆nT i ∼ [h∆n2i− hni]

particle
nature

fluctuations

R

average of the product of number of transmitted and reflected particles

hntnri =
∞X
n

ρn

(
nX
i=0

µ
n

i

¶
T i(T − t)n−i · i(n− i)

)

= −T hni− T 2hn(n− 1)i+
∞X
n

ρnn

(
nX
i=0

µ
n

i

¶
T i(1− T )n−i · i

)
| {z }

=nT

= −T hni− T 2hn(n− 1)i+ T hn2i
= T (1− T )

©
hn2i− hni

ª
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Changing the statistics of electrons Changing the statistics of electrons 

In solid state version with edge states:

use an additional gate TA to change the occupancy in the electronic beam

Changing statistics from
Fermionic to Poissonian C ∼ h∆nT∆nT i ∼ [h∆n2i− hni]

particle
nature

fluctuations
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Electrons with classical (Poissonian) statistics Electrons with classical (Poissonian) statistics 

Fermionic

Poissonian

Changing statistics from
Fermionic to Poissonian C ∼ h∆nT∆nT i ∼ [h∆n2i− hni]

particle
nature

fluctuations

h∆n2i < hni
Fermionic

C < 0

h∆n2i = hni
Poissonian

C = 0
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““Bunching” (positive crossBunching” (positive cross--correlations) of electrons correlations) of electrons 

• Due to the Pauli principle: no double occupancy for Fermions
(no bunching like for Photons)

Nb / InAs-hybrid junction

• Simultaneous emission of two electrons (for example from a superconductor)
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NS NS –– hybrid junction hybrid junction 

auto-correlation measurements:

enhanced auto-correlation 
→ evidence for correlated pairs

B.R.Choi et al., PRB 72 024501 (2005)

model: 
high transparent Nb/InAs interface 
in series with a small scattering region 
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NS NS –– hybrid junction hybrid junction 

cross-correlations

Samuellson and Büttiker, PRL.(2002)

chaotic cavity coupled to
a superconducting and
two normal-conductinng
contacts

Cooper pair-partition noise
and pair-braking noise

see also Büttiker:
„Reversing the sign of current-current 
correlations“, cond-mat/0209021

2

3

2

3
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NS NS –– hybrid junction hybrid junction 

cross-correlations

chaotic cavity coupled to
a superconducting and
two normal-conductinng
contacts

Γ ~ 0.7

2N/MG ~ 0.1

2

3
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NS NS –– hybrid junction: auto hybrid junction: auto -- and cross and cross -- correlation correlation 

auto-correlation

cross-correlation (preliminary)

(to be verified)

~B

~B
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Detecting entangled electrons Detecting entangled electrons 

pos. cross-correlations  → hint for entanglement 

noise measurements to detected entanglement:

S11 ∼ (1± δ)

• bunching (+) for singlett

• antibunching (-) for triplett

Burkhard, Sukhorukov and Loss, PRB (2000)
Lesovik et al. (2001), ...

2

3
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Positive crossPositive cross--correlations and entanglementcorrelations and entanglement
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““Bunching” in a normal conductorBunching” in a normal conductor

beam splitter as a “black box”, which splits the mean current into two equal parts

idea by C. Texier and M. Büttiker: two (instead of one) edge-states in the quantum Hall-regime

• electron gas with open channels 
• normal-conducting contacts
• no interactions

• several conducting channels
• current-redistribution among different 

conducting states due to interaction

C ≤ 0

C > 0

interaction:
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Positive crossPositive cross--correlations due to interactionscorrelations due to interactions

“black box”:

h(∆Iii)2iω = 2G0 T iiA (1− T iiA )μ1
• partitioning at A creates noise in 

the second edge-state (ii):

∆Iiout = ∆I
ii
out = ∆I

ii/2• equilibration in contact 4:

h∆I2∆I3iω
2e|I| = +

1

4

T iiA (1− T iiA )
1 + T iiA

• gate B separates the two edge-
states into different contacts:
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Positive crossPositive cross--correlations due to interactionscorrelations due to interactions

“black box”:

device: 
two tunable quantum point contacts in series
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positive cross-correlations 
due to inter-edge-state scattering

negative cross-correlations: 
antibunching of single state

S. Oberholzer et al.,  PRL (2006)

positive cross-correlations due to 
inter-edge-state scattering

negative cross-correlations: 
antibunching of single state

Fermionic system with various crossFermionic system with various cross--correlation signs correlation signs 
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Positive crossPositive cross--correlation switched ‘on’ and ‘off’ correlation switched ‘on’ and ‘off’ 

degree of interaction can be tuned by 
opening/closing gate C

no inter-edge-state scattering on length 
scales up to 200 µm

S. Oberholzer et al.,  PRL (2006)
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Positive crossPositive cross--correlation switched ‘on’ and ‘off’ correlation switched ‘on’ and ‘off’ 

equilibration: No equilibration:

S. Oberholzer et al.,  PRL (2006)
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Two source HBTTwo source HBT--interferometer interferometer 

Electrical edge-state equivalent of the stellar HBT-interferometer

table-top equivalent of the stellar:
HBT-interferometer (2 sources, 2 detectors):

Proposal by: P. Samuelsson, E. V. Sukhorukov and M. Büttiker, PRL (2003)

no-interfering orbits: second-order interfere
nce effect (noise)

↔ HBT - effect

S58 ∼ [1 + cos(φ1 + φ2 − φ3 − φ4 + 2πΦ/Φ0)]

see lecture (3)
M. Büttiker
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Electronic twoElectronic two--source HBT source HBT -- interferometer interferometer 

implementation in solid state device ... ongoing work (4 different groups)

see lecture (3)
M. Büttiker
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Electronic twoElectronic two--source HBT source HBT -- interferometer interferometer 

beyond the analogie to the optics:

• creation of e-h pairs at the contacts C and D

• “redefinition of the vaccum” (C.Beenakker)
orbitally-entangled pair of electron-hole excitations

• Entanglement can be tested:

Bell-inequality in terms of zero-frequency
cross-correlators for different transparencies
at detectors A and B

entanglement by scattering
relies on the existence of a 
filled Fermi sea

(no Fermi-sea for photons)

entanglement by scattering on a tunnel barrier

EPR in solid state !
P. Samuelsson, E.V. Sukhorukov, and M. Büttiker, PRL (2003).

see lecture (3)
M. Büttiker
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NormalNormal statestate entanglerentangler

Two-dimensional electron
gas in the quantum Hall
regime (1 edge state

|Ψi = |0̄i +
√
R|Ψ̄i

|Ψ̄i =
h
c†3Bc

†
3A − c†2Bc†2A

i
|0i

|Ψ̄i = (|3iB |3iA − |2iB|2iA)

• two sources 2 and 3 

• transmission and reflection probabilites
at C and D:

• strong assymmetry: all electrons to A

• orbitally entangled pair of electron-hole
excitations

TC = T, RC = R
TD = R, RD = T

R ¿ 1

see lecture (3)
M. Büttiker
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NormalNormal statestate entanglerentangler

Two-dimensional electron
gas in the quantum Hall
regime (1 edge state)

Single source cannot emit two electrons at 
simultaneously.

Only the process with one electron from 2 
and one from 3 can lead to joint
detection at 5 and 8.

Paths can not be distinguished
orbital entanglement

Total state emitted from C and D
(expressed in terms of electrons)
= product state

joint detection of two electrons

= post selecting a pair of orbitally entangled 
electrons by the measurement

V. Lebedev, G. Blatter, C. W. J. Beenakker, G. B. Lesovik, 
„Entanglement in mesoscopic Structures: Role of projection“
Phys. Rev. B 69, 235312 (2004)

see lecture (3)
M. Büttiker
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NormalNormal statestate entanglerentangler

Entanglement detected by 
violation of a Bell inequality in 
terms of the joint detection 
probability of two electrons
(current cross-correlator):

TA = (1− RA) = sin2 θA
TB = (1 − RB) = sin2 θB

+2 cosφ0 sin θA sin θB cos θA cos θB

S57 = S68 = . . . with θ → θ + π/2

S58 = S67 = −
2e2

h
|eV |RT [sin2 θA sin2 θB + cos2 θA cos2 θB

E(θA, θB) = S58 + S67 − S57 − S68 = cos(2[θA − θB])

−2 ≤ SB ≤ 2
SB = E(θA, θB)− E(θA, θ0B) + E(θ0A, θB) + E(θ0A, θ0B)

SB,max = 2
√
2

16 cross-
correlation
measurements!

see lecture (3)
M. Büttiker
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SummarySummary

• quantum statistics: photons may anti-bunch,
electrons may bunch

• entanglement based on 

interactions (superconductor, double-quantum dots)

scattering („redifinition of the vacuum“)

Quantum Computingsolid state EPR

Cross-correlation measurements to probe
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